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Abstract 
In this paper, it is shown that the Wentzell-Freidlin large deviations estimates for random 
evolution equations still hold wit 
Q < +. 
theory 
om evolution equations; 
by the following random evolution equations: 
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The large deviation principles (LDPs) for random evolution equations in usual 
sup-norm have been obtained by ezuidenhout (1987). bile for an extension to the 
multiparameter infinite-dimensional setup, we refer to Hu (1994). 
In Section 2, we shall state a large deviation theorem, which is a corollary of 
Theorem 4.2.16 of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993). This theorem will play an important 
role in proving our main result. In Section 3, the LDP for random evollltion equations 
in Hiilder norm with exponent a < 4 is proved. 
We end this section by some preliminaries which will be needed in Section 3. 
let us denote by g(Rm) the Banach space of all continuous functions 
into R”, endowed with the usual sup-norm. Let %?&R”) = {f~ %(Rm); 
ilbert space consisting of all absolutely continuous functions 
1: (i@),” dr)li2 < ix3 where j*(t) = ~. 
or every < x < 4, let us introduce two smaller Banach spaces: 
olicc that the nary usual sup-nor 
Let Ex, EY and Ez be three 
Suppose {X,; E > 0) is a fami 
a LDP with rate function Ix and Y a random variable with values in Ey. 
that 
X, is independent of Y for E > 0. 
For each E 3 0, let F” be a function from Ex x EY into Ez which is measurable in” 
Ex x EY is given the product topology. We denote by C(Ex x E,; E,) the space of all 
continuous functions f from Ex x EY into &. 
For every E > 0, we define 
z, =fs ” w,, Y). (24 
discussed in this section is when the 
In the case for which F” = F E C 
idenhout (1987). ere, we shall investigate this problem in the case 
are assumed only measur 
ow, which is a corollary of 
We first define a function 1,: : EZ -+ [0, m] as follows: 
IF(z) = inf {lx(x); p Y s.t. FO(x, y) = z), 
3 r) is the ball of radi 
wing theorem is a direct conse 
eitouni (1993), and therefore its proof wi 
heorem 4.2.16 of bo and 
if K c Es is relatively cmpcrct, then 
F,J K x Supp Y ) is relatively compact for each n > 1. (24 
Then (2,; E > 0) satisfies a LDP with rate jhctiolz I& 
er 
In this section, we shall show that LDPs for random evolution equations still hold 
with the sup-norm replaced by any exponent a c $. The strategy of 
our proof is to make full use of T y, we shall construct a series of 
functions, and then check that all conditions in Theorem 2.1. are satisfied, which will 
be done by Lemmas 3.2-3.7 below. 
Let 0 < 2 < 4. Let (B = (B(l); 0 < t < II) f Ft; 0 f t < 1 $, P) be a canonical 
realization of a d-dimensional standard wnian motion, that is to say that 
‘), P is the standard Wiener measure on Sz and B - ( (t); 0 < t 6 1) is the 
e also lkeda ad Watanabe, 1989, 
be an ~.~~~mpro~ressively measurable process which 
1) and takes values in “I. Further, we assume that 
as a random varia with values in 
3, ,“‘) to L’j( ’ “I @ write lihll,. E 
y Supp Y WC tncan the support of the distribu- 
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The existence of a uni ue solution of (3.3) which is .&-ada 
sample paths is ensured by our assumptions on CJ an 
CI) E Q, 
X&(f) = s + h( X'(S), Y(s)) ds + & 
for all t E [0, 11. We denote by QE the corresponding null set (i.e. P(s2,) = 0). 
For each r E H(Rd), b E L “(’ -‘), @Jr, h) denotes the unique solution of the or 
differential equation 
It is easy to see that @Jr, 12) E %_t*“(Rd). 
Nolw we define a function I : %$‘(lR”) -+ [0, cc] as follows: 
Ifj(2)12dt if $1~ 
otherwise. 
U.4) 
urthermorc, WC de nc A. : %yyR”) -+ [ 
supp Y s.t. @Jr, 12) = a). (3.5) 
e always take the convention th -t oc , and from now on, we ab 
0(W’2) (resp. N( OR”)) to % _tQO( resp. ).) We also denote by J_* the lower semi 
~ll~~ri~~~ti~9~~ of EL. 
oal of this section is to prove the 
lim inf 8 log P( X” A) 2 - A*(int(A)), 
t * I 
‘he remains of this section wi 
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Denote by A = sup,, (tq 4) and r = supt.J~(t, 4. 
O~ol<~, 
99 
Then, for any 
I w - WI 
P SUP 
C2(r - nT(Tz - Tl)1-a)2 
s.t E [r,, T,l It - si” 
Sff 
An2(T2 - T1)lB2” 1 
for my 0 < Tl < T2 < 1 and any r > nT(T2 - T#-‘, where Cl = Cl(a) and 
C2 = C,(a) are two positive constants. 
Lemma 3.2 is an analogue to Stroock (1983, Lemma 8.27, p. 346). For a detailed 
proof of Lemma 3.2, we refer to Gao (1994, Lemma 2.2). 
For each e > 0, kJ.“(‘-“), we define process QE(h) = { #l)(t); t E [0, 11) as 
following: 
QJh)(t) = x + ,/: 
s 
’ a(X’(s))dB(s) + b(X&(s), h(s))ds. 
0 
by A,(h) the corres- 
CT. L1” _a be a dense 
whenever UM$ A,, i 2 1. 
F~S a subsequence 1 
. 
where c rne~~ns the corn ence for every c 
has a unique solution ~~(~,?~),~~(~,?~) = (X&W, <t< 11. 
everyE>Oand N2 1, I 
x+4 h) E ‘>O whenever t-.0 E %$O, h E L1’* -01, 
Xd ) Y) pI__tJ”x;, 
where Xi = {Xh(t); 0 < t < l> is the solution of t e following random eve 
equation: 
dX;(t) = ~~(X~(T~(t)))d~(t) + b(X;(t), Y(t))dt, 
XL(O) = x, 
where TN(t) = [Nt]/N([r] is the integer part of r). 
. (i) For {co,cu,;m 2 1) V*dO, (11, h,; m g3 I} 
II%l - u)JI, = 0 and lim rndoc llhm - hllL zz O9 then lim 
&vb9 h) llct = O-for N 2 1. 
(ii) For each L 2 0, lim,,+ sup{ IIXN(w, h) - F”(~, h&; I(o) < L, 12 E Supp Y} = 0. 
(INIl - IbiN I 
- s h(X,&, co, h), h(s)) ds - s h(&(s, cr), Iz), h(s)) ds 0 ([Ah1-- II/N 
[Nr] -1 
N 
s ([Nr] - I),N - h(xN(S, o, h)&(s)) ds 0 
h( x N(S, tc), rt), /2(S)) ds 
(3.11) 
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- +N(!$L4h))[w,( 
f +- c II h,, - hII,, -I- c s Il)b,,,(s)I ds. 0 
1 it follows that there exist positive co 
which are independent of r, such that 
y the same argument we can obtain for t E [O, l/N] 
+-~C ; Ix-’ I% II 1 
s 
t Ih?t(*~~l 
0 
the inductive n~ethod, y (3.15) (3.17) an 
(3.17) 
ellman’s inequality we 
esti 
Now, 
[I - w(s)] - Q 
c 
c 
-t- 1)C su 
u E [O, 1 ] 
lim sup ( I[ X&O, tz) -- 
N -+ -I 
FO(cu, 12) 11,; fl) E (I < L), El E supp Y} = 0 
for E 2 0. The lemma is proved. ??
1 :r 
CrJ). 
r 
R”*>, from which (3.28) folio 
t 
a, which is independent of N, E and p, such that 
uschel and Stro 30 or Stroock, 1984, p. 84). erefore, b 

imil~rl 
< c sup It - s1”‘2-=b(21(r))1’z + c sup Ir - sl” - 2 
ocr _ s<b O-et --s-cd 
99 
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